Installation Guide For Splitter Chassis Brackets - Honda S2000
This product may not be legal for highway use. DevSport is not responsible for any direct or
indirect, actual or incidental expense attributed to the use of any parts sold by DevSport.
Purchasers agree to all of the terms of this agreement upon the purchase of parts.
NOTE: Removing the bumper splash gaurd plastic is nessicary for proper alignment of Splitter.
Also you will need to slightly trim the fender liner around the brackets on each side.

Whats Included

Part A: Main Brackets
Part B: Upper Brackets
Part C: Frame Bolt Plates
Part D: Hardware

Installation
Step 1:

Place Part C (Frame Bolt Plate) into the frame lining up the holes of the plate with the ones in the frame.

Installation
Step 2:

Using the 3/8" bolt and nuts attach Part B (Upper Bracket) to the frame and Part C (Frame Bolt Plate).

Installation
Step 3:

Bolt Part A (Main Brackets) to Part B (Upper Brackets) using the 5/16" x 3/4" bolts and nuts.
Leave the bolts a bit loose to adjust the height of the Brackets when installing the Front Splitter later.
This will be a good time to trim the fender liner around the brackets. This step isn't shown, but you will see
how/where you will need to trim them once the brackets are installed as shown in the above picture.

Installation
Step 4:

Lineup the Splitter to your preference and mark the holes for the Brackets.
Drill the holes in the Splitter and mount the Splitter to the Brackets using the 5/16" x 7/8" bolts and nuts.

Installation
Step 5:

With the bumper in place adjust the height of the Brackets to lineup the Splitter with the
bottom of the bumper/lip. Removing the bumper might be necessary to tighten all the bolts.

